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Abstract

Recent advancement in computer multimedia has brought in a new teaching media for laboratory experimentations. The extensive application of computers and the availability of software convey motivation to develop virtual experiments in control laboratory. These virtual experiments demonstrate the experiments of basic position control system and help students to discover the theories learned in the classroom. This may be realized through some interactive animation of the experiments. These supplementary virtual experiments may minimize the problem of inflexible learning time and place, large size of class and limited functional equipments in a conventional control laboratory. In addition, these virtual experiments offer performance almost like the real experiments because they are developed using the same concept like the real experiments. As a result, students are possible to interact with equipments in the virtual experiments without applying any programming on a computer and they learn basic concept of a position control system at their own pace. Hence, the approach of virtual experiments has significant contribution in the engineering education system.

1. Introduction

Engineering education has been traditionally imparted through the lecture-tutorial-laboratory paradigm. A very common problem in a laboratory in an education institution, especially in developing countries, is that the size of class attending practical work in the laboratory is very large while the number of functional apparatus is not enough. So, many of them do not have a chance to involve actively in each experiment. Since the class is too large, the students are difficult to get the guidance from instructor when they are facing a problem while doing an experiment. Besides, a conventional laboratory is also facing shortage of man power, which one instructor has to handle many students in the practical work. Furthermore, another problem of the conventional laboratory is inflexible of learning time and place. For example students have to attend the practical work in the laboratory three hours per week. The schedule is very tight. Thus, time and place for doing experiments are limited.

The rapid development in computer technology has given an alternative way to perform laboratory work efficiently and effectively through a computer simulation called virtual experiment. The authors have developed Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory using Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Professional and Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 to demonstrate the experiments of position control system and help students to discover the theories learned in classroom. In these interactive virtual experiments, students are possible to interact with animated equipments in experiments on a computer at anywhere and anytime. Hence, these virtual experiments may take away the boredom in control experimentation and bring in diversity through interactive nature of the virtual experiments. Of course nothing can replace the real, hands-on experience of laboratory work but these virtual instruments will be a good solution to cope with the limitations in the traditional control laboratory.
2. Virtual Laboratory

The term virtual laboratory is relatively new in the e-learning. So, there is no specific definition for the term virtual laboratory. Some people define virtual laboratory as virtual experiments in laboratory whilst some of them describe virtual experiments as an element of virtual laboratory. Since both ideas involve experiments in laboratory, so both ideas can be accepted.

Nowadays, virtual laboratories accessible via an Internet (or local area network) connection are becoming a popular way to reduce equipment costs and bring laboratory concepts into courses where it would be otherwise infeasible. The idea of a laboratory available over a computer network to everyone interested in appeared in the beginning of 1990s. The concept is to be able to give students full and complete access to equipment, be it pc, server or other electronic equipment, for the purpose of “hands-on” learning by doing. “It is most often modeled after the traditional IT classroom environment, where students will learn a concept through first hearing a lecture from an instructor, then see a demonstration of the concept and finally be able to do the task on the computer, thus proving to themselves and the instructor that they understand Error! Reference source not found.” In other words, every interested scientist or student could take a part in an experiment. May observe and also control, change its conditions, share concepts and discuss the results right after they are achieved no matter where she or he resides. Computer science and telecommunication technologies development make it possible to realize the idea of the virtual laboratory in distributed scientific environment nowadays, especially when unique or expensive research equipment is used.

Nowadays, there are several popular virtual laboratories can be accessed through Internet, such as Physics Virtual Laboratory and Chemistry Virtual Laboratory. However, there are only few of virtual control laboratories. The virtual control laboratory turns the student active through interactivity and it performs the experiments with additional phenomena which are too abstracted to explain without the animation.

An important part of control engineering is the combination of theoretical knowledge with practical experience. The first is conventionally taught during the lectures and exercises and based on lectures notes or textbook. The practical experience is obtained during the separate laboratory courses which are resource intensive and thus it can take time and money to have innovative control experiments. “According to Chr. Schmid Error! Reference source not found., the student must be able to learn modeling of systems in order to develop controllers.” The design process together with simulations and observing the dynamics of a physical implementation gives student a valuable insight.

Chr. Schmid Error! Reference source not found. considered two kinds of approach in virtual control laboratory. A remote lab approach includes a control software development tool, a video and audio interface together with a collaboration tool. This is necessary for giving the remote user the feeling of being in the laboratory. Another approach is to help student to discover the application of theories learned in the classroom. This may be realized by the simulation of real world systems and animation of experiments. Thus, the virtual control lab uses virtual worlds to visualize the laboratory plant to be analyzed or controlled.

A supplementary virtual laboratory during the conventional lab course and within the additional distance education in the form of a course offered across the Web will fully engage the students in the learning process through an interactive, dynamic environment involving the students.

If analyzing the common activity of a student during his practical work, the following steps can be identified:
- Understand the concept of the experiment
- Choose the components
- Place and interconnect the components in order to build up the desired circuit
- Analyze the results

“Except the first step which is mainly a reflection activity, the three could be realized virtually Error! Reference source not found..” Models are introduced to facilitate the understanding and the calculation. The Virtual Control Laboratory approach is interesting because the virtual elements enhance the understanding in comparison with the theoretical exercises.

3. The Development of Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory

Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory has three main features, such as external links, contact details and experiments with theory, procedure and simulation. It has a total of 12 web pages. It also includes 20 pop up window browsers. 17 out of the 20 pop up window browsers show the actual photos of the equipments. 3 pop up window browsers show the connection in each experiment. Figure 1 shows the overall structures of the web pages in Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory.

![Figure 1: Overall structures in Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory](image)

The scopes of the experiments in Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory are based on the lab sheets of the course of Control System Engineering in Kolej Universiti Teknologi Tun Hussein Onn (KUiTTHO). The experiments focus only on the position control system. They are categorized into three main experiments, as follows:
(a) Experiment 1: Open loop position control system
(b) Experiment 2: Closed loop position control system
(c) Experiment 3: Reducing overshoot using the effect of magnetic brake

Each of the experiments has a theory, procedure, and simulation part. In the theory part, students can briefly read some definitions or theorems and view the block diagram related to the experiment. The procedure part briefly explains about the guidelines or steps to carry out the experiments. Furthermore, students can interact with animated apparatus in the simulation part by adjusting some parameters like when they perform a real experiment.

Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory was developed using Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 and Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Professional. The program in the simulation part was written using action script in Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Professional. Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004 was used to create the theory and procedure part, and also to integrate all of the web pages.

3.1. Building the Physical Layout of Each Experiments

Physical layout of each experiment was drawn using drawing utility in Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Professional. The equipments were designed based on 2D animation using the drawing toolbox, such as line, paint, free transform, circle, and rectangular. The effect of the graphic can be enhanced by using color mixer, alignment or using items from the common library such as buttons.

Several graphical interfaces of equipments had been designed and created. For experiment 1, several equipments were built, as follows:

- Power Supply Module PS150E
- Servo Amplifier Module SA150D
- Direct Current Motor Module DCM150F
- Attenuator Unit Module AU150B
- Tacho Unit Module GT150X
- Input Potentiometer Module IP150H
- Output Potentiometer Module OP150K

While for experiment 2 and experiment 3, extra components were built, as listed below:

- Operational Amplifier Unit Module OA150A
- Pre-Amplifier Unit Module PA150A
- Signal Generator

3.2. Detailed Specification of Equipments

For the purpose of programming, the detailed specification of equipments such as the input potentiometer sensitivity, $K_p$, variable gain, $K_v$ on the attenuator unit, time constant $T$, effective gain of the pre-amplifier and servo-amplifier, $K_aK_s$ must be obtained. Several experiments for designing the positional servo system had been carried out to find these gains. From the experiments and the analysis of the results the parameters are found to be
\( K_p = 4.775 \)
\( K_1 \) vary from 0 to 1
\( K_s K_a = 1420 \)

Figure 2: Block diagram of closed loop position control system

Furthermore, block diagrams of open loop and closed loop system are very important in identifying the detailed of the system specification. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of closed loop position control system, which has the position feedback. Analyzing the above block diagram, the input–output relation of the system is found to be

\[
\theta_o(t) = \left[ 1 - \frac{e^{-t}}{0.9887} \sin\left(6.647t + \cos^{-1} 0.15\right) \right] \theta_i(t)
\]

This equation is used in the codes to display the graph of output position versus time.

How to identify the detailed specification of the direct current motor is illustrated in Figure 3. First, an experiment should be carried out on the real direct current motor in control laboratory. 0.1 Hz, 1V peak to peak square wave was applied to input 1 of the servo amplifier and terminal 2 of the Tacho Unit was connected to the storage oscilloscope. The output waveform was obtained. The time constant, \( T \) of motor could be measured from the time to reach 0.632 times the steady state.

By obtaining the time constant of the motor, the transfer function of the motor could be obtained. Then the block diagram of the motor could be acquired. By applying the inverse Laplace transform, the time domain equation for the motor speed could be obtained. This equation was used for writing the codes to perform the characteristic of the motor.
1. **Comparison between Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory and Real Experiments**

   The graphical interface of equipments in Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory is compared to the real equipments. Furthermore, the connections are also compared to that of the real experiment. Finally, the result of an experiment in Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory is compared to that in a real experiment.

1.1. **Comparison of the Graphical Interface of Equipments**

   Figure 4 shows that the graphical interface of equipments in Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory are quite similar to the real equipments in conventional control laboratory in KUittTHO. There were some differences in color of the equipments. Each of animated equipment offers performance almost like real equipments so that students can learn the usage of the equipments. For example students can rotate the input potentiometer in virtual experiment as in the conventional control laboratory. Besides, students can also press the ON/OFF button in the virtual experiments in order to provide the power supply to entire circuit. In addition, the upper and lower scale in attenuator can also be adjusted like real attenuator unit in the laboratory. The tacho unit in virtual experiments can also display either voltage or speed in rpm like the real tacho unit.

   To carry out virtual experiment 1, several steps should be performed. The output potentiometer will move when the attenuator unit and servo amplifier receives input from the input potentiometer. So, students can rotate the input potentiometer to apply input to amplifiers.
The output potentiometer will not move if the angle of input potentiometer is zero and power button is switched off. This means that when the output potentiometer is rotating towards a desired angle, the input potentiometer must be rotated to zero immediately. This scenario is almost same like the real experiment done in the laboratory. Thus, students can practice using these equipments to do experiments.

Figure 4: Direct Current Motor Module DCM150F and Tacho Unit Module GT150X:
(a) Real equipments
(b) Animated equipments

1.2. Comparison of the Connections between Equipments in Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory and Real Experiments

The connections done in virtual experiments are same as connections done in real practical works in Control Laboratory. In fact, the connections in position control system are little bit messy because the connections involve many wires. However, connections done in Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory are tidier than that of the actual practical works. Students can click on a certain terminal of the equipment to make a connection. Thus, it is easier and is not confusing for students to practice using Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory. The connection for experiment 2 is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Comparison of connections for Experiment 2:
(a) Actual experiment
(b) Virtual experiment
1.3. Comparison of the Experiment Results between Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory and Real Experiments

The final result of each experiment in Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory and actual practical works are compared. Take an example from experiment 2. The graphs obtained in virtual experiment 2, closed loop position control system were almost the same as the graphs obtained from the oscilloscope in control laboratory. These are shown in Figure 6. Both results showed that when the gain or scale of attenuator unit increases, the response of the system become faster, overshoot and oscillation increase.

Since the shapes of waveforms in virtual experiments are nearly similar to the actual results in control laboratory, students can use Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory as tool for practicing position control experimentations.

![Graphs obtained from a real digital oscilloscope for experiment 2](image1)

![Animated graphs for virtual experiment 2](image2)

Figure 6: (a) Graphs obtained from a real digital oscilloscope for experiment 2  
(b) Animated graphs for virtual experiment 2

2. Analysis on the Overall Performance of Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory

A survey was conducted among 20 students of Faculty of Electrical and Electronics Engineering in KUiTTHO in order to evaluate the performance of Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory. The survey results are shown in Figure 7.

Majority of the students satisfied with the performance and ideas of Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory. They agreed that they could easily interact with the animated apparatus to practice the position control system and learn basic concept of control system. Besides, they could practice control experiments using Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory at anytime and place without require installing extra software and learning any programming technique.

Thus, the problems of large numbers of students attending laboratory course, inflexible learning time and place could be minimized.

![Features of Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory](image3)

![Quality of contents of Virtual Experiments](image4)

Figure 7: (a) Features of Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory  
(b) Quality of contents of Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory
3. Conclusions

As conclusions, virtual experiments in Control Laboratory have been carried out successfully using Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Professional and Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 2004. Besides, the objectives of the project are also been achieved. Through these supplementary virtual experiments, students can interact with the animated equipments and practice doing basic experimentations in position control system without learning programming difficult technique or codes and installing extra software such as MATLAB and Labview. Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory provides flexible learning place and time and economic solution to practice control experiments compare to real experiments in control laboratory. Furthermore, Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory can be uploaded over the internet or distributed easily for practicing it, making it is highly suitable and convenient for distance learning. Finally, Virtual Experiments in Control Laboratory may bring in diversity and students may enjoy in practicing control experiments.
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